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This list is not exhaustive.
Some of the key publications are listed here.


Endemic Cretinism. Eds. BS Hetzel and POD Pharoah. Institute of Human Biology, Monograph No. 2, Goroka, New Guinea 1971


Hyperthyroidism and other Thyroid Disorders - a practical handbook for recognition and management. Todd CH, WHO/ICCIDD. WHO/NHD/99.1. (Also published in French.).
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**Iodized salt in the Russian Federation. Review and Situation Analysis.** Apanasenko B., Gerasimov G., Koltunov V. Moscow, 2002, 48 p. (In Russian and in English)

**Iodized salt situational analysis in Ukraine.** Ed. Gerasimov G. Kiev, 2002. 40 p. (In Ukrainian and English)


